1. Russia-Ukraine holding summit meeting in the Crimea today—details and background roundup.

2. Situation in Ukraine has sharply deteriorated on eve of Russian-Ukrainian summit over referendum concerns and miners' radical demands.

3. Russian PM has concluded his visit to U.S.—review of visit and agreements signed.

4. Democratic Initiative Party founded in Moscow by Russian economist—platform outlined on stabilization of economy and promotion of market economics.

5. Parliament of North Ossetia approved on Thursday Council of the federation; Presidium of Parliament of Karelia disagreed in principle with the draft regulations of the Council; idea of Council was put forward by Yeltsin.

6. Turkey has expressed concern over escalation of hostilities round NKAO and has demanded immediate withdrawal of Armenian troops from Azerbaijan.

7. Kozyrev has ended official visit to Switzerland.

8-10. Foreign: Bosnia/Turkey, Arafat, Somalia.

11. Chess.

12. Attempt to hijack plane in Vladivostok on Thursday was foiled.

13. Russian scientist from Khabarovsk claims in local press article that aliens cause explosions on earth to use the energy for boosting the operation of their UFOs.
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